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Abstract
We discuss a rigorous unifying framework for both planning and replanning, extending an existing logic-based approach to resource-based planning. The primitive concepts
in this Action Resource Framework (ARF) are actions and
resources. Actions consume and produce resources. Plans
are structures composed of actions, resource facts and an
explicit dependency function specifying their interrelationships. In this framework, both planning and replanning are
conceived as plan transformation processes accomplished
by applying sequences of operations on plans. For this, we
introduce operators for plan transformation and define the
concept of a plan library. Using a refinement planning template, we show how some existing (re)planning methods and
heuristics can be described as special cases of this framework. The advantage of the framework is that it offers a
unifying view on planning and replanning.

1. Introduction
Usually, a planning problem is specified using a description of (i) the current (or initial) state an agent is in, (ii) the
set of actions the agent is capable to perform, and (iii) the
goals the agent is aiming at. The planning problem then is
to find the right sequence (or partial order) of actions leading the agent from the initial state to one of the states specified by the goals. Currently, many systems and methods
exist that try to tackle the planning problem (see [8] for an
overview of state-of-the-art planning systems). These systems, however, have some serious drawbacks.
First of all, almost all of these planning systems rely on
the tacit assumption that planning problems always can be
solved off-line: the goal and the initial state are assumed to
remain unchanged. Due to the dynamical nature of most
planning problems, however, this assumption simply does
not hold for a large number of domains. Even if the rate of
change is rather low, it may not be possible to find a new

plan for a complex domain in time when the plan is already
being executed.
Secondly, most planning systems take for granted that a
planning agent has to start from scratch. Often, however,
this assumption is not realistic: agents are able to use results of their previous planning experiences, or knowledge
given to them by a (human) domain expert. The standard
approach to planning seems to be just a limiting case of
standard practice and usually needs to be generalized to include the adaptation of existing plans.
Fortunately, there are planning systems that at least partially deal with these issues. For example, the Systematic
Plan Adaptor (SPA) [5] system meets the second objection
by addressing plan adaptation. This case-based planner
maintains a database of past problems and their solution
plans, and chooses an appropriate starting plan whenever
it faces a planning problem. This plan then is modified to
match the current goal and initial state requirements. Other
systems focus on the replanning aspect to tackle the first
problem. A system as GPG [3] finds the problems that exist
in a plan (e.g. preconditions of actions that are not satisfied)
and tries to replace parts of the plan such that these problems are solved. The term continual planning [2] is used to
refer to systems in which planning, replanning and execution are all continuously interleaved.
This paper tries to overcome the mentioned problems by
introducing an integrating framework that brings together
ideas from both planning and replanning approaches. It is
based upon an existing logic-based framework for resource
based planning [9]. We show that refinement strategies
can be built on top of this framework to supply computational support for (re)planning. We consider such a unifying framework for planning and replanning to have (at least)
the following benefits. First of all, it should offer a common
platform to develop new heuristics and algorithms. Secondly, it should offer possibilities to compare the quality of
competing (planning) algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we give a concise introduction to an existing resource-based planning ap-

proach [9]. Next, we extend this formalism and use it to
deal with replanning and we introduce plan transformation
operators that are able to modify resource-based plans. By
assuming that an agent is able to use a plan library, these
operators can be used to transform an initial (inadequate)
plan into an adequate plan. We present a method to use existing planning techniques in this framework, and show that
the FF-approach [6] and SPA [5] algorithm for plan adaptation can be conceived as special cases of this (re)planning
as plan transformation approach.

2. The action resource formalism
We introduce a framework for planning and replanning. This Action Resource Framework, abbreviated ARF,
is based upon previous work [1, 9]. We start with a concise
overview of the main elements of this framework. Subsequently, we extend the framework by providing a more sophisticated notion of plans, and we formalize the notion of
a plan with gaps.

2.1. The ARF framework: basic notions
In the ARF two basic notions are distinguished: resource
(facts) and actions. Goals and plans are derived notions that
are defined using resources and actions.1
A resource fact is the concise description of an object
that is relevant to an agent with respect to the planning problem at hand. Such a resource is either a description of a
physical object such as a truck or a block, or an abstract
conceptual notion such as the right to do something.2 Syntactically, a resource fact is denoted by a predicate name
together with a complete specification of the sorts of all its
attributes together with their values. The predicate name
serves to indicate the type of resource mentioned in the fact.
For example, if cycle is a resource type that is used to describe bicycles, having attributes like its identifier  and a
location   , then     is a resource fact describing a cycle located in  with identifier 1. To uniquely
identify resource facts, a special attribute identity is used to
distinguish it from other resources having the same type and
possibly the same values of their attributes. Subsequently,
we denote a resource of type  with identifier  as  !" ""  .3
Values of attributes may be ground (i.e., constant), but
may also be variables or functions. In the latter case, a
1 In the original formalism [1], actions are called ‘skills’ and plans are
called ‘services’. We have chosen to use the more generally accepted terms
‘actions’ and ‘plans’.
2 Abusing language, in the sequel we use the notions of a resource and
a resource fact interchangeably.
3 The identifier of the resource fact has no connection with any identifier that the object being referred to may have. Thus, the resource fact
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has identifier 1, but refers to a cycle with identifier 2.

resource fact describes a set of ground resource facts (instances) of the same resource type. For example, the following resource refers to all cycles in location  :   +3678
!9  .
To specify one specific ground resource fact denoted by
such a general resource fact, we introduce the notion of a
substitution. A substitution : replaces variables occurring
in a resource ; by terms of the appropriate sort. We write
;3: to denote the resource ;=< that results from replacing the
variables occurring in ; according to : . A substitution is
ground if it replaces variables by ground terms, i.e., terms
that do not contain variables. If > is a set of general resources, >?: is a shorthand for @;3:BA3;DCE>GF .
A set of goals H is specified by a set of general resources
HJIK@ LNM3 " "" L OPF . We say that a set of goals H
is satisfied
by a given set of resources > , abbreviated by >QA IRH , if
there exists a ground substitution : such that HS:UTV> , i.e.,
there is a set of ground instances of the goals that is provided
by the resources in > . Two resources ;=M and ; 6 are called
compatible, denoted by ;3MXWY; 6 , when they are equal except
for the value of their identity attribute.
Resource facts are used to specify the state of the world
(as far as it is relevant) by enumerating the set of resource
facts that are true at a certain point of time. Possible transitions from one state to another are described by actions.
An action is a basic process that consumes and produces resources. An action Z has a set of input resources 1[\]Z^ that
it consumes, and a set of output resources =_a` ]Z^ that it produces. Furthermore, an action may contain a specification
of some variables occurring in the set of output resources as
parameters bPc=d!c^efZ^ of the action. To ensure that output
resources are uniquely defined, these resources may only
contain variables that already occur in the input resources
or in the set of the parameters. An example of an action is:
g7h%i3j k]l1mnkporqrs

:

qt3q/kuh3l1vwnNxyiz!{|nNkporq s!z/}~orj3il{-nNkporqz mnNkporq sw
qt3q/kuh3l1vwnNxyiz mnNkporq s!z}%orj3il{-nNkporqz mnNkporq s

This specifies how a person can travel from a source location  to a destination  . This action requires a cycle at
the source, and a road between the two locations and “produces” a cycle at the destination and the road again (to make
it available to other actions).4 An action Z can be applied to
a set of (ground) resources > if a ground substitution : exists such that 1[Z^%:T> . Application of this action to
>
results in consuming the set 1[ ]Z^%: of input resources
while producing the set =_a` ]Z^%: : starting with > , the set
>1[Z^ :=_a` Z^ : is produced.
In general, a single action applied on an initial set of resources is not sufficient to achieve a desired state. Often,
actions have to be applied in a partial order to produce the
4 Note that this particular model of the world is rather unfortunate, as it
allows only one agent to use the road at a time. However, a more realistic
model would make the example unneccesary complicated.
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desired effect. A specification of the ordering of actions,
however, is not sufficient. We also need to specify for each
consumed resource, which produced resource it is dependent upon. Such a partially ordered set of actions together
with a specification of the resource dependency relation is
called a plan. Let  be a set of actions.5 We define plans
over  as structured objects composed of actions in  . The
set of consumed resources by actions in  is specified by
^[ ID  1[ ]Z^ while the set of resources produced is bd! wI    ^_a` Z^ . The set of all resources
in  is dr I/=[P7]|bd! w] . To specify how
actions are interrelated, we use the notion of a dependency
function:
Definition 1 Let  be a set of actions. A dependency function is an injective function /=[P7]8bd! w7D@^GF
specifying (in a unique way) for each resource ; to be consumed which resource ;=< produced by another action is used
to provide ; (or  if ; is not produced by an action in  ).6
As we mentioned before, plans are composed of partially
ordered actions. Since a dependency function  specifies
an immediate dependency of input resources of an action
on output resources of another action,  can only specify a
valid dependency if (i) the resources involved are compatible and (ii)  generates a partial order between the actions.
The first requirement is met if there exists a substitution :
such that for any two resources ; and ;=< , y;^I;=< implies
; : W¡;=<+: , that is : is a unifier for every pair of resources
y;=!y;^! . In particular, we are looking at a most general
unifier (mgu) : with this property.
The second condition requires that there are no loops in
the dependency relation between actions generated by  : we
say that Z directly depends on Z=< , abbreviated as Z=<¢¤£XZ , if
resources ;¥C1[Z^ and ;=<¦C =_a` ]Z=<1 exist such that y;^I
;3< . Let §X£XI¢¤¨ be the transitive closure of ¢©£ . Then the
second condition simply requires §X£ to be a (strict) partial
order on  . Now a plan can be defined as follows.
Definition 2 A free plan ª over a set of actions  is a triple
ª«I¬]DP!:7 where  is a dependency relation specifying
dependencies between compatible relations and generates a
partial order §X£ on  , while : is the mgu of all dependency
pairs y;=;=! where ± ;=;= C;=®=N] . The empty plan
]¯a/¯a/¯  is denoted by ° .
Given a plan ª
I
]DP!:7 , the set of input resources of a plan, denoted by ² [ ]ª³ , is the set of resources
@;3:Ay;^GI´GF . The set of output resources denoted by
µ
M
_a`r]ª³ is the set @;3:¶A·
y;^¸I¹GF . Furthermore, we
define bd!¦ª³ºIYbd! »%: and /=[Nª³ºIJ^[7%: .
5 In the remainder of the paper, we assume that for each ¼ 2 ¼!½ in ¾ we
have ¿rÀ/Á ) ¼ 5 ÂÃ ¿rÀ/Á ) ¼½ 5 when ¼ ÂÃ ¼½ . (
6 Sometimes we need the inverse 03Ä
of 0 , which
is defined as follows:
(
for every Å½PÆÇ^ÈÉ!Ê ) ¾ 5 such that 03) Å 5 Ã Å/( ½ , 03Ä ) Å/½ 5 Ã Å , and for every
)
5
)+0 5 0 Ä
)
5 ÃEÌ
Å ½ ÆXÇ^ÈÉ!Ê ¾
not occurring in Á~À/Ë
,
Å ½
.
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Figure 1. An example plan.
Free plans are used to transform a set of resources into
another set of resources. Given a set of goals H and an
initial set of resources Ó , a plan ªÔI¹]DP!:7 is applicable to Ó if a substitution Õ exists such that ²r[ª³ÕÖTRÓ .
ª
realizes a set of goals H if there µ exists a substitution
Õ such that HÕÖT×ÓBG²r[ª³ ÕwØ
_a` ª³Õ . The tuple
Ó!ª|Õ!H³ where Õ is a substitution of variables occurring
in the goals H and input resources ² [ ]ª³ is called an embedded plan. An embedded plan Ó!ª|Õ!H³ is called
adeµ
quate when ²r[ª³ ÕÙTÓ and HÕTÓ»² [ ]ª³ Õº
_a`]ª³ Õ .
A tuple ]ÓPª|!H³ is called adequate, denoted by ÓÚA I?ÛÜH ,
if Ó!ª|Õ!H³ is adequate for a substitution Õ .
An example of a plan is shown in Figure 1. It shows how
two b/7c= actions can be combined. The substitution : that
unifies the two actions could be: :I@ 6 pIM /Ý 6 ÞI!M F .
This plan can be used with an initial set of resources ÓI
@7d! c wR !ß´8+ rd!c7w]ß¬ /à¬ r3
!9 rF

to satisfy a goal HI@a

 af

  S/à¶ rF

.

2.2. Plans with gaps
The plans discussed above are perfect plans: whenever
an
instance of ² [ ]ª³ has been determined, an instance of
µ
_a` ª³ is guaranteed to be produced if ª
is executed.
Sometimes, however, we have to deal with less perfect
plans. In these cases plans contain undefined actions. Like
a real action, an undefined action á specifies a relation between a set of its inputs 1[\á and its output resources
=_a` á . An action á is called undefined with respect to a
set of actions â if there is no single action ZGCâ and a substitution : such that 1[yá»Øã1[Z^ : and =_a` áØT=_a` ]Z^%: .
We call such an action á a gap (over â ).
Definition 3 ªIK]äEå|P!:7 is a plan with gaps over â
if ª is a plan over äå , «Tâ and every action áCÙå
is undefined with respect to â .
The idea of a plan with gaps is that it can be extended to
a plan without gaps by substituting (other) plans for undefined actions. To this end we need the notion of fitting into
a plan.

Definition 4 Let ªJIäfå|!:N be a plan with gaps å
over â , and ª<I9]S<~!N<]: <Ñ be a plan. If, for some áECå
and a substitution Õ , ª< realizes =_a` áÕ using (a subset
of) 1[ áÕ , then ª< fits into ª and ª< <I¬]fS< ~åÜ
@áæF3r < < :^: < Õw is a plan with gaps over â
using ª < as a
sub plan, if N< < satisfies the following:
çèè
èè

y;^
èè

 < ;^

èè
é

;=<

if ;¥C;3®=Nª³æ;3®=Nyá»
if ;¥CEë Z3ì¦Nª <  and  < y;^ IV

°
if ;=<¦C?á ª<1 , ;=CíZ3á yá» and

;=< <

if ;¥CEÓ

èè

 < < y;^ØI

;=<+: <ÕfW¶;= : Õ
èè
èè
èèê

ìº]ª<+

;=<+: ÕfWY;3: <ÑÕ


, ;=<wCÙ1[\yá» and
and y;=<18IY;=< <

otherwise

This concludes the introduction to ARF and its extension
to plans with dependency functions and plans with gaps.
In the next section we use the (extended) ARF framework
to discuss planning and replanning problems, showing that
both can be defined as subproblems of a more general plan
transformation problem, and we show how such transformations can be done.

3. Planning and replanning
Using the ARF terminology, traditional planning problems can be easily defined. A planning problem is a tuple
î
I¡~âÓPH³ , where Ó is a finite set of ground resources
specifying the initial situation, â is the set of possible actions an agent is capable to execute, and H is a finite set of
î
general resources specifying the goals. A solution to is a
plan ªIÖD!:7 such that (i) ðïâ , i.e., the agent can
execute it, and (ii) Ó!ª|H³ is adequate, i.e., Ó¸A I?ÛH .
A replanning problem occurs when an agent is able to
achieve a set of goals H using a plan ª with initial resources
Ó , i.e., the triple Ó!ª|7ñ is adequate, but due to changes
the agent discovers that its actual set of available resources
is Ó7< , the realizable part of its plan is ª< , or the actual set of
goals is ñ< and the triple ÓN<!ª<] ñX<1 is no longer adequate.
Note that instances of both the planning and the replanning problem can be defined by
(i) the availability of an adequate triple
(ii) the existence of an inadequate triple

]ÓPª|!H³

,

ÓN<]!ª<]!H<1

(iii) the goal of obtaining an adequate triple

, and

ÓN<]!ª< <!H<Ñ

.

In a planning problem, (i) denotes the availability of a
plan ª that has been used previously in a resource context
7
Ó!H³ .
This plan ( ª<IQª ) is proposed in the current
resource context ÓN<!H<Ñ as a starting point (ii). However,
by (iii) ª has to be transformed to an adequate plan ª< < .
7 Traditional

óÂ
planners choose the triple )+ò 2 2ò 5 here.

In a replanning problem, (i) means that there exists a
valid plan for the initial context ]ÓPH³ , but (ii) due to
changes in the initial state, the action set and/or the goal
specification, we have an invalid plan ª< that (iii) has to be
transformed into a valid plan ª < < in the context ]Ó < !H <  .
Obviously, in most cases, such a transformation consists
of several smaller steps. Therefore, both planning and replanning can be described as constructing sequences of plan
transformation steps. Such steps are guided by the available
knowledge of the agent. Here, we propose to represent this
knowledge by a set of available free plans in the form of a
plan library. In the next subsections we first discuss a number of plan transformation operators and we discuss some
details of the plan library.

3.1. Plan operators
We introduce two simple plan operators (addition and
deletion) that are used to transform a plan ª using another
plan ª< . For a proof of the completeness of these operators,
we refer the reader to [11].
3.1.1. Addition. Analogously to the action concatenation
operator used in traditional planning, the addition operator
ô
is an operator that glues two plans together by connectô
ing input resources to output resources. Clearly, needs
the specification of a glue function L , like the dependency
function  we used in a plan, to specify how exactly the
new dependencies between in- and output resources in both
plans are created. This gluing function L is a partial function overriding the specifications of the existing dependency
functions  M and  6 in both plans. (Formally, the result of
overriding Ý by L , denoted as ÝöõL is the function ÷ where
÷¦ø8IYLø if øfCNZ3ùÙyLa and ÷æyøIÜÝø otherwise.)
Definition 5 Let µ ªMI¬]SM=µ M=: M  and ª 6 Ið 6 ! 6 !: 6 
be plans and L _a` ª\M æ
_a` ª 6 |Q²r[ª\M æí² [ ]ª 6 
a partial dependency function mapping input resources to
ôú
output resources. Then ªM
ª 6 is defined as the plan
ªI9]DP!:7 where
1.

I¶

2.

¥IK M¦û

3.

:GIä: M :


M

ú

6

,

û

 6 õL
: 6 :

ú

is a valid dependency function8 , and
where :

ú

is the mgu of the set of pairs
.9

@N;3: M : 6 L;= : M : 6 -A^;GCEüaý7þyLarF

We discuss two extreme cases:
1. If üaý7þyLaSIÖ¯ , ª is the simple concurrent combinaôú
tion of ª\M and ª 6 , that is ª\M
ª 6 I9?Mºí 6 M û
6
6

: M û
:  ;
is, ÿ is a strict partial order.
Ï
Ï
that we always assume that whenever two plans ( and Ò are
Ï
Ï
combined, ¿/À/Á ) (!5 ¿/À/Á ) Òr5 Ã ò .
8 That

9 Note

2. If üaý7þE1L I¡
¯ and ª 6 I
°
a sequential refinement of
partial order § £ .

±
°

ªM

, the resulting plan ª is
, that is §X£ extends the

3.1.2. Deletion. Addition extends a plan, e.g., in order to
obtain new (goal) resources available in another plan from
the plan library. Sometimes, however, the resources we
need are already available in a plan ª , but are not available
as output resources because they are consumed by some action. In that case we like to free those resources and even
are prepared to delete some actions depending on these resources. We therefore define an operator  that takes two
plans ª M and ª 6 where ª 6 is a subplan of ª M specifying the
actions to be removed from ª\M , and a partial dependency
function L , to specify which dependencies occurring in 
have to be removed. Hence, the domain of L consists of resources occurring in the input set 1[Z^ of some actions in
the given plan ª\M , mapping them to  and thereby overriding the definition of  .
Definition 6 Let ªMI]SM3!aM^: M  be a plan and ª 6 I
] 6 ! 6 : 6  be a subplan of ª\M . Let L be a partial function
such that it only contains pairs of the form ;=/S , where
ú
;EC¤üaý þE]M . The plan ª¬IÖªM
ª 6 then is defined as
the plan ªIK]DP!:7 where
1.
2.
3.

VISMº|

6

; that is all actions in 

6

are removed.

¥IKaM  6 ^õP÷^õL where ÷ is the dependency function defined as ÷¦;^8I , whenever y;^-CÙd! 7] 6 

is the mgu of all pairs
:

;=!y;^

I

±

°

  "" "r , the plans ªM < I
ª ,



ª  are well-defined, where each á 

¨
is a gap occurring in å Û  ;

1. for every
<

ª

2.

Aå
Û

M



I

¤I

ª <

Aa§A å
Û



A IKA åºÛXA .

ú

. Then 
acts as an operator only freeing
up resources by removing dependencies between resources in plans, without removing actions from ª .
ª 6

Definition 7 A plan library  is groundable iff for each
plan ª with a nonempty set åºÛ of gaps it holds that there
exists a finite subset of plans ªM=!ª 6 " ""ª M from  such
·
that

occurring in  .

We distinguish two extreme cases:
1.

In its simplest form, a plan library can be conceived as
a simple collection of plans. Often, however, it occurs that
a number of plans share the same subplan or two plans are
exactly equal except for some subplan in which they differ.
In both cases, we could easily reduce the size of the plan
library by using plans with gaps instead of complete plans.
If the plan library may contain plans with gaps, we need
additional constraints to hold for the library in order to
guarantee that valid plans can be created out of plans with
gaps. An intuitive constraint is that for each gap á that
is present in a plan ª from the library, another plan ª <
in the library must fit in the gap, i.e., a plan ª< such that
~ìºyá»¸A I?ÛXZ3á yá» . The resulting plan is the result of replacing á by ª< in ª and is written as ª  Xª< .
This requirement, however, does not solve our problem:
for example, take a library with a plan  with a gap á  and a
plan  with a gap á  where  fits á and  fits á  . If there
are no other plans that fit in either á  or á  , it is not possible
to create a ground plan out of these plans. The following
requirement prevents such infinite regress to occur:

±

2. When L is the empty function and ª 6 I¬
° , the result°
ing plan is the plan ª M after removing the actions and
dependencies from ª 6 .
As expected, a partial duality exists between the operô
ators and  : suppose that a plan ª consists of two subô ú
ª 6
plans ª M and ª 6 such that ª can be written as ªI¶ª M
for a gluing function L . Then ª  8ª 6 I¶ª M .

3.2. The plan library
Note that the plan operators require a plan ª< to transform a plan ª . Hence, for an agent to be able to use these
plan operators it must have access to a set of such plans ª< .
For this purpose, we assume that the agent has a knowledge
base containing plans to choose from. We call this knowledge base the plan library. We now discuss some aspects of
such a plan library in more detail.

4. A refinement (re)planning framework
To create and/or improve plans using the addition and
deletion operators and the plan library presented in the previous section, we have two options: either we can design
new algorithms to implement these operators, or we can
show how existing algorithms and heuristics can be used to
implement them. Choosing the last option, we reformulate
and generalize the refinement planning template algorithm
[7] in order to use it in the ARF-replanning framework including the use of plan libraries. Hereafter, we present two
examples of existing planning techniques that can be seen
as instances of this new refinement template algorithm.
An important distinction between the ARF refinement
framework and the classical planning framework is that in
the ARF framework replanning is included. Consequently,
if a replanning step is performed (during a refinement step),
the set of possible candidates may be enlarged, while classically it is required that the size of the set of possible candidates monotonically decreases.

4.1. A template algorithm
Kambhampati [7] argues that planning approaches have
common data structures as well as a common algorithmic
structure. The refinement approach he proposes can be used
to distinguish between the common structure of planning
and the particularities of the planning method at hand. The
refinement planning algorithm, reformulated in the ARF
framework, is presented in Algorithm 1 (R EFINE). The part
that is different for each existing planning algorithm and depends on the specific planning method used is represented
by R EFINE S TEP (Algorithm 2).
The R EFINE algorithm specifies how a solution drr_ap`
can be obtained from a partial plan ª . In each step, R E FINE generates refined versions of the plan ª  that is being
worked on (the set  ) and then selects one of the refinements to process in the next step, backtracking if a solution
cannot be found.

! #" #$ &% (' s )
Input: An embedded plan l!z("z#$Pz(%-s and a plan library '
Output: A plan to attain % with or ‘fail’.
Algorithm 1 (R EFINE

4.
5.

+dce"f ^  g h  g i  " I<jj " ICk
j
return A ;
A

n

02143 .l "s/$sXflY-,wl."s/$ZV2 s X
I` '
"

to attain S ;

aI

and functions

and

b I

to

;11

end

4.2. Examples of instances of the refine step template algorithm
To illustrate that existing planning methods can be
reformulated in the ARF-framework, we describe two
planning algorithms as instances of the R EFINE S TEP
template algorithm.

l%l z z z -s!z

begin
1. if *) + -,wl."s/$ and 02143 l."s/$5) +6%7$ and " does not have
any gaps then
1.1. return " ;
2. else
2.1. 8:9 {<;>=@?n + fail;
2.2. A n + R EFINE S TEP l%l!zB"\z($zC%-s!z('æs ;
D F and 8:9 {<;>=@?H+ fail do
2.3. while AE+G
2.3.1. select a plan " I of A ;
2.3.2. A n + AKJML " IBN ;
2.3.3. determine a suitable $OI for "PI ;10
2.3.4. 8:9 {Q;O=@?n + R EFINE l%l!zR" I%z#$OI~zC%-s!zC'æs ;
2.4. return 8:9 {Q;O=@? ;
end

The R EFINE S TEP called in line 2.2 is described in Algorithm 2. This step differs for different planning strategies,
therefore Algorithm 2 describes a template. A planning
method is defined by the way it implements these steps.
In the template algorithm we treat gaps in a plan identically to missing resources. The subgoals > are selected
from all resources that need to be obtained: goals, missing
input resources and gaps. For these selected subgoals one
or more possible plans are selected from the plan library to
attain these subgoals. The selected plans are combined with
the original plan ª . The result of one plan step is a set of
one or more combinations of a selected plan with ª .

! B" ($ C% (' )
" z#$Pz(%-s and a plan library '
Input: An embedded plan l!z(
Output: A set of possible refinements A
Algorithm 2 (R EFINE S TEP

l%l z \z z -s!z æs

begin
10 For

1.
SUT lR%7$WV
[ \-select
]_^ o subgoals
l!;as
143 ;
2. select one or more subplans "
3. for each " I do
determine a subplan " I ½ of
combine " and " I ;

the sake of clarity, we omitted further details here.

4.2.1. Fast Forward. The planning algorithm Fast Forward (FF) [6] starts with the initial state and an empty plan.
Repeatedly, the plan is extended with some actions, always
adding to the end of the plan. For each of the possible extensions of the plan (first with one action, then with two
actions, etc.), a heuristic value for the current state is calculated. The first possible extension leading to a state with a
lower heuristic value is chosen.
Although FF does not use the presented refinement
framework, and is not about producing resources, it is
in fact a form of refinement planning with the following
change to R EFINE S TEP: instead of selecting one or more
plans from the library, FF uses its heuristic to select one
plan ª  in line 2. The rest of the R EFINE S TEP function is
not changed. As a proof-of-concept, this algorithm has also
been implemented in the ARF [10].
4.2.2. Plan adaptation. As a second example, we show
that the SPA [5] algorithm for plan adaptation can also be
reformulated in the ARF. This system is based on the least
commitment approach [12].
After retrieving an initial plan from their plan library, the
SPA system starts an adaptation routine that can either extend the plan (adding further constraints or actions), or retract decisions that have been made. This adaptation algorithm performs a breadth-first search. The nodes that have
to be expanded is kept in a list of pairs lª|&mn or lª|Co>n .
Here, a o means that a plan may be further refined, whereas
m means that a decision may be retracted.
Note that the refinement strategy of SPA does not necessarily reduce the set of candidate plans in every step. Actually, the set of candidate plans may even grow during the
refinement. The (simplified) refinement strategy for SPA is
11 Here,

we use

qp ^
Ï

g hg i

Ï

½½

Ïsr
as a short hand for )

h

Ï
½

t i
5

Ï

½½

.

shown in Algorithm 3. Note that line 4 differs slightly from
the original algorithm for simplicity.12
Algorithm 3 (R EFINE S TEP -SPA l%l!zB"\z($zC%-s!z('æs )

Input: An embedded plan l!z("z#$Pz(%-s and a plan library '
Output: A set of possible refinements A
begin
1. select subgoals SuT lR%7$ZV 02143 l."s/$svX¸l!-,wl."s/$wVx s ;
2. select one or morez subplans " I` ' to attain S if " is tagged
y
, or the empty plan D if " is tagged { ;
3. for each " I do
determine z a subplan " I ½ of " and functions a I and b I to
add " I + D D to " or determine subplans " I ½ of " that can
be removed from " to free S ;

y
then
^
^
_y 

A n +|c~}."5f  g h  g i  "PI z <z }."f g h  g i  " ~I z { jj " ICk
j
else
^

A n +|c~}."5f  g h  g i  "PI z { jj " I(k ;
j
return A ;

4. if P is tagged
5.
6.

;

end

5. Conclusions and future work
This paper started by noting that a number of objections
exist to the way planning is usually conceptualized in most
planning systems. These planners work off-line and have
no memory of what problems they have solved in the past.
While there are systems that tackle some of these problems,
we are not aware of a consistent integrating approach. In
this paper we have discussed a conceptually rather simple framework, based on the Action Resource Formalism
(ARF), where on-line planning is combined with a history
of past experience (cf. case-based planning [4]). In the ARF,
actions are seen as processes that consume and produce resources. A plan in this framework specifies the dependencies between these consumed and produced resources.
Using the ARF, we described how plans can be comô
bined using an addition operator , and how we can remove
parts from a plan using a deletion operator  . Furthermore,
we showed how to store successful plans or domain knowledge given by a human expert. Slightly extending the ARF,
we discussed a way of dealing with past plan experience
using a plan library.
The last part presented is an extension to Kambhampati’s
[7] refinement planning. This extension makes it possible to
describe replanning algorithms as well. The strength of the
framework was illustrated by showing how a planning and a
replanning technique fit into the framework. Such a uniform
way to describe different types of planning algorithms is
very useful for finding new variants and combining existing
12 We

do not ensure that the same node is not generated twice.

approaches. Furthermore, such a framework can help to
compare different methods in a fair way.
Future work will focus on four main issues: (i) extending
the current framework to allow a more efficient plan library
representation resembling the HTN approach, (ii) developing a continual algorithm, that uses the framework to fully
integrate planning, replanning and execution, (iii) developing a method to fill the plan library and maintain it, (iv)
extending the refinement template to deal with multi-agent
planning. It would also be interesting to see whether the
planning template can be extended to allow the combination
of several refinement strategies. This would, e.g., allow different planners to cooperate on solving the same problem.
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